Reply to Professor Maria Bostenaru Dan (Editor)

Comments: Congratulations for a well designed research. Thank you for the submission to this issue. The hazard described is relevant to know more about, in this issue and in the journal. The abstract summarises the essential, and the structure of the paper is as it should be. Given that it was extremely hard to find referees, the relevance of the paper is not underlined enough. The introduction part can be improved. Thus, apart that there are relatively many self references, I suggest including, according also to the anonymous referee, some references, and pictures when available, on the effects of freezing rain. For example we had in Romania freezing rain in 2019 (see attached file, but for Canada much more relevant are the electricity lines) at the End of January. It destroyed much of the green spaces. For Canada, I suggest writing on the ice storm of 1998, and how it affected the heat supply, which there relies much on electricity, given that there is much hydropower. This would also underline the importance for infrastructure. It would be helpful to localise the areas of freezing rain, connected to this infrastructure and the hydropower, as well as to mention other events than 1998, which might exemplify the relevance for Canada.

Answer: We thank Professor Maria Bostenaru Dan for the valuable comment to improve the introduction by addressing natural hazards caused by ice storms over Canada. We also thank her for the pictures showing damages in Romania by the ice storm occurred in 2019. As suggested, specific damages caused by the ice storm occurred in 1998 over eastern Canada and the northeastern United States (Lecomte et al., 1998; Cortinas, 2000; Hauer et al., 2011) as well as the ice storm occurred in 2013 over eastern Canada (Armenakis and Nirupama, 2014; City Report, 2014) have been addressed in the revised manuscript. Please see from page 1, line 26 to page 2, line 5. It is a good idea to provide some pictures showing the damages of infrastructure by the two ice storms; however, they have not been included, as we are worried about copyright issues and people can easily find those pictures through internet. Several studies have been additionally introduced in the fields of urban functioning (Hauer et al., 2011), the forestry sector (Seidl et al., 2017), and electrical infrastructure (Fu et al., 2006) (lines 23-26 on page 1). We hope that the revised manuscript adequately addresses the editor’s suggestion.
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